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Abstract: Promotion of mental well-being is a desired goal of service in sustainable urban forest
management. Microclimate is impacted by forest settings which makes ecosystem services perceived
by users. Changes of regional meteorological factors drive responses of emotional perceptions as
spatial distribution pattern in accordance with regional urban forest landscapes. In this study, we
collected a total of 1422 pairs of happy and sad scores for visitors in 30 urban parks around Shanxi
province in North China, where local meteorological were obtained specially for each location as
daily matched records. Happy expression scores increased along a latitudinal gradient from south to
north. Microclimate did not have any relationship with emotional expressions, but factors of rainfall,
wind velocity, average temperature, and relative humidity all had potential contributions to shape
distributions of happy and sad scores. The relationship between meteorological records of wind
velocity and average temperature and their potential contributions to happy scores can be described
by quadratic polynomial functions. Overall, we recommend an environment of urban parks that
can optimize emotional well-being with environments of wind velocity of 5.36 m s−1 and average
temperature of 6.05 ◦C in cities around Shanxi in North China. Therefore, microclimates can shape
the regional distributions of urban forest ecosystem services of promoting mental well-being, in a
way as implicit drivers instead of explicit forces.

Keywords: urban forestry; ecosystem functional service; mental well-being; landscape planning;
social network service; facial sentiment; emotional expressions

1. Introduction

Sustainably developed forests can be taken as a nature-based solution to cope with
mental stressors and anxious emotions of frequent city visitors [1,2]. Urban dwellers
are subjected to an environment with a high probability to suffer mental stressors in a
wide range of demographical characteristics [3–6]. Contacting green space by experiencing
enriched biodiversity and naturalness contributes to improvements of mental well-being [7].
Urban forests account for a large proportion in urban green spaces with topographic
features of trees, woods, and undergrowth on wooded lands. Natural settings in green
infrastructures have all been demonstrated to benefit mental health and well-being [8,9].
People have accumulated knowledge about the approach and process of urban forest
experiences for promoting mental health. However, our understanding is still limited about
the mechanism to validate the promotion of mental well-being by an experience in urban
forests.

Urban forests have an important service to mediate microclimate in built-up areas [10–12].
One of the most well-known consequence following this mediation is the cool-island
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effect [13]. Trees in urban forests can make surrounding temperature cool down by tran-
spiration and shading for environments in surroundings of canopies [14,15]. Around
the edge of a crown, air humidity can be altered to a big extent along the distance away
from trunk [16]. Shading of canopy transforms sunlight to solar transmittance, which
reduces heating by intense shining and modifies spectrum quality to a more comfortable
extent [17–19]. All these changes can be a result of improved ecosystem services and a
driver that contributes to better responses of perceived emotions [19,20]. Regional forest
landscape of patchy distribution of urban tree canopies can be perceived as better emotions
in a larger area [21,22]. As a result, regional microclimates can shape spatial distribution of
ecosystem services as perceived mental well-being [20]. More is needed to be known about
forces to shape emotional responses by forces of micro-environments in fast-established
urban forests. This will be an available basis on which designing and planning urban
forests to a sustainable development goal.

Thermal comfort is one of the most direct reflects that can be perceived as soon as
experiencing forest settings [23]. Heat exposure accounts for significant feeling of mental
stress [24] and negatively physiological response [25]. The increase of minimum daily tem-
perature along a latitudinal gradient in temperate city parks was found to be the main force
that drove the appearance of smiles on faces of urban forest visitors [20]. Warm temperature
was also found to alleviate the increase of diastolic blood pressure [26]. Lower air humidity
and higher ratio of green light proportion together accounted for an appearance of com-
fortable feelings as presented by both physiological and physiological parameters [19,26].
These findings established basic accumulation of our awareness about a general effect of
regional climate of forest settings on mental responses of experiencers. Studies were mostly
conducted as pilot cases using a crossover design, which made conclusions scattered in
different places at different times. Investigations at larger geographical scales are essentially
needed because they can reveal more powerful results covering more respondents in wide
ranges of geographical and demographical variations.

Studies examining mental response to an experience were mostly reliable on self-
reported scores through filling in blanks on questionnaires [27,28]. Hence it was suggested
that current attempts to detect mental perception in urban forests were limited by a crucial
limit of methodology [29]. In an investigation using questionnaires as a source of data,
number of respondents in a recruitment was unlikely to meet the requirement by a large-
scale study [27,28,30]. The process to recruit respondents to fill in blanks is heavily site-
reliable and time consuming [29]. Subjective errors among human individuals make recalls
of data rarely reliable as expected [31]. Social attributes and frequent fatigue may both
increase uncertainties of human bias [6,32,33]. Rare of questionnaires have been tested
for their validation of matching accuracy, which makes it impossible to verify results in
another repeated trial [30,34]. The reliability of accurate assessment of emotional perception
of urban forest experiencers in large-scale investigations depends on new approach for
reliable data collection.

Mental perception is expressed by short-term emotions which can further be presented
as facial expressions [35,36]. It has been proven that assessments of facial expressions are a
direct evaluation of ecosystem services of regional forests on mental well-being [20,22,33].
Facial expressions are a direct exhibition of immediate emotions, the examination of emo-
tional perception of grouped respondents can cope with nearly all weaknesses of method-
ologies relying on questionnaires [6,32]. Pilot studies on spontaneous facial expressions
revealed daytime dynamic of emotions of urban park visitors [6,19,30,32]. Data derived
from social network service (SNS) enabled analyses of emotional perceptions of users at
locations in regional [20,37] or national scales [33]. These trials together suggest a necessity
to assess microclimatic effects on emotional perception through rating facial expressions
for urban forest visitors in a flexible choice of a regional group of urban parks.

Shanxi province used to depend heavily on coal mining as a main support of regional
economy development. Sustainability was vulnerable in Shanxi due to highly contaminated
environments and low outcome of well-being. Since 2000, government of Shanxi released
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a series of policies to transform the economic structure and reinforce the establishment
of green infrastructures [38]. Efforts of Shanxi contributes to a promoted connectivity of
green infrastructure network in North China [38,39]. The stability of society–economy–
environment system in this network has initially confirmed [40]. The further evaluation on
sustainability of ecosystem services of green network in this region has not been detected
with desired details.

In this study, a group of 30 urban parks were targeted as stands in the region around
Shanxi Province in North China. Data about facial expressions of visitors to these parks
were collected from SNS platform with regional microclimates recorded. We aimed to map
the emotional responses of people in urban forest parks in our chosen region and detect
their relationships with microclimates. Based on current findings, we hypothesized that:
(1) people in southern parks will show more smiles than those in north because of the
gradient of regional temperature, and (2) air humidity can have a positive relationship
with positive expressions. Quite less is known about effects of rainfall and wind velocity
on facial expressions; hence we will describe their contributions to the form of emotional
distribution.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Investigation Plots

A total of 30 parks were secured as stands for data collection (Table S1). These parks
were chosen from 18 cities and 4 provinces in North China. The spatial distribution of
these parks and their cities are presented in Figure 1. Host cities where these parks were
located together had a total area of host-cities of parks was 243.73 million square kilometers.
In the study area, it has a temperate continental climate with hot and rainy summer and
chilling and dry winter. Average temperature is 8–13 ◦C and annual precipitation ranges
in 400 mm and 1000 mm. Host cities were administrated by four provinces of, namely,
Shanxi, Shandong, Henan, and Hebei, which together have a total area of 0.67 million
square kilometers, population of 0.31 billion, and gross domestic product of ¥17.93 trillion.
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2.2. Study Area and Investigation Plots

Photos and selfies about visitors in targeted parks were chosen as study subjects,
which were obtained from the SNS platform of Sina Weibo. Sina Weibo is also recognized as
Sina Micro-blog that publishes micro-twitters mainly for Chinese users. We only collected
photos in micro-twitters with an open policy of Sina, that enables openness to public of all
information that was posted by user. Photos were screened by mandatory rules as follows:

(i) Five sense organs of ears, eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth need to be all shown on
a face.

(ii) Digital decoration of photos can be accepted only at the level to reserve the origi-
nal look.

(iii) Only visitors with characteristics of typical East Asian face can be documented as
objectives because people from East Asian had similar subtle emotions which are
quite different from those of western people [30].

When more than one person was captured in one photo, they needed to be divided to
keep only one single person per image. All photos per visitor were corrected by cropping
to make a face occupying over 60% of a whole imagery area. Cropped photos were
rotated to make sure the nose bridge was vertical to horizontal line. These processes have
been used for several times in past studies to secure the maximum accuracy by facial
analysis [6,19,20,30,32,37]. Finally, we collected a total of 1422 pairs of happy and sad scores
for visitors in 30 urban parks around Shanxi province in North China.

2.3. Facial Expression Analysis

Processed photos were analyzed for facial expressions of happy and sad scores us-
ing FireFACE v1.0 software (Zhilunpudao Agr. S&T Inc., Changchun, China). This in-
strument has been successfully used for analyzing posted face expressions in photos
from Sina Weibo [20,33,37] and spontaneous face expressions for pedestrians in urban
parks [6,19,30,32]. The operational panel of users and the process of facial analyzing can
be found in Wei et al. [19]. This software was trained by a dataset of about a total of
30,000 facial records of urban forest visitors with Asian-race faces [33]. The dataset used
for training machine learning was established by separations of happy, sad, and neutral
emotions on faces which were manually recognized and categorized into classifications
with intended emotions. FireFACE v1.0 can recognize happy and sad expressions generally
as positive and negative emotions. Typical faces with happy and sad emotions can be seen
in Figure S1. Neutral expressions can be recognized when no intended emotions were
indicated. All types of facial expressions are rated as percent scores whose sum would be
100%. We chose happy and sad expressions to exhibit our objective emotions because they
both passes the validation of recognition accuracy of FireFACE software [30,32].

2.4. Microclimate Records

Records of physical factors in microclimates were obtained from daily records in
Climatic Data Centre of National Meteorological Information Center of China [41] for every
place of urban park. We chose to document records about rainfall, wind velocity, average
temperature, and relative humidity (RH) as our independent variables that can explain the
driving forces of facial expressions. Temperature was chosen because it has a strong impact
on perception of thermal comfort [23–25]. RH was chosen because it was reported to impose
positive effects on positive emotions of urban park visitors in Northeast China [19,26].
Rainfall and wind velocity were chosen because they had relationships with temperature
and RH in North China [42,43]. We employed daily records of microclimates on days when
a photo of urban forest visit was exposed. This can make sure the maximum accurate
impact of meteorological conditions on emotional perception because facial expressions.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

We used SAS software (SAS Inst., Cary, NW, USA) to finish all statistical analyses. Our
data about facial expressions failed to pass the test of normal distribution. Therefore, we
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ranked our expressional data to make them distribution free for any analysis that needs
normally distributed data [44]. This processing of data has been used for previous studies
on facial expressions [32,33,37]. Means with standard errors were shown as results in tables
and figures by calculating raw data. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted
to detect differences of happy and sad scores in response to variation among parks. Duncan
test was used to compared difference among means with regard to the uneven number
of replicates. Different letters were given following results with significant differences.
Pearson correlation was used to detect relationships between microclimates or topography
(longitude and latitude) and facial expressions using logarithm transformed data. Zero-
inflation negative regression (ZINR) model was used to detect regressed facial expression
scores against the co-existence of all four types of microclimates (temperature, rainfall, RH,
wind velocity) as drivers, wherein facial scores were ranked transformed to make their
distributions free to be used in regression [19,32,37]. This multivariate regression is sensitive
to detect data inflated with zero-near values and can give a list of potential estimates of
regressed facial scores against independent variables (meteorological values) [6]. Maximum
likelihood parameters (MLPs) of happy and sad scores were estimated by ZINR models
according to Wald Chi-square test against original levels of microclimates. Higher MLP
estimates of results indicate stronger contributions of metrological factors to affect facial
expression scores although the actual effect may not be significant. Finally, a quadratic
polynomial regression (QPR) model was employed to detect the relationship between
regressed MLP estimates of happy and sad scores and meteorological records. The QPR
regression passed the requirement of goodness of fit by dual standards of significant
parameter estimates in ANOVA estimates and coefficient of determinant (R2) over the
identical value of 0.5. The identical value of 0.5 was used in other studies on regression
models against meteorological records [45,46]. Curve fit and critical values were adapted
to describe the QPR model. All significance was considered to occur at 0.05 level.

3. Results
3.1. Spatial Distributions of Emotional Expressions

Happy score was lower in parks of central regions of study aera compared to those
around to the edges (Figure 2A). For example, happy scores in parks at Luoyang and
Pingdingshan cities were lower than those in many other regions near northern and
western edges (Table 1). In contrast, sad scores were higher in central parts of study area
than in those around surrounding edges (Figure 2B). For example, sad scores in parks of
Langfang and Yizhou cities were lower than those in Zhengzhou city.
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Table 1. Differences of happy and sad scores of visitors in urban forest parks of North China.

City Park Happy 1 SE 2 Comparison 3 Sad 1 SE 2 Comparison 3

Chengde Sun-retarded resort 51.33 35.24 ABCDE 9.446667 11.66611 BCDEF

Qinhuangdao Shanhai pass scenery 48.77 35.48 ABCDEFG 11.16109 14.91131 BCDEF
Dove nest park 47.74 34.20 ABCDE 8.819318 12.11735 BCDEF

Tangshan South lake park 39.39 34.22 ABCDEFG 12.6686 13.6913 ABCDEF
Huifeng lake scenery 50.76 34.50 ABCD 10.73857 11.79165 ABCDEF

Langfang Nature park 49.40 35.85 ABCDEFG 6.737234 9.454342 EF
Yizhou Mount Wutai 54.79 36.92 ABCDE 8.638367 11.25776 DEF

Shijiazhuang Centurial park 35.72 33.01 BCDEFG 12.17673 12.32559 ABCDEF

Taiyuan

Taiyuan forest park 48.36 36.51 ABCDEFG 16.62489 18.89314 ABCDEF
Fenhe scenery 46.70 33.26 ABCDEFG 6.804468 7.231789 CDEF
Longtan park 53.29 32.20 AB 8.426735 10.05454 CDEF
Wenying park 51.94 32.19 AB 10.44391 12.73548 ABCDEF

Mengshan Buddha scenery 55.64 32.84 A 8.593261 10.18408 BCDEF
Jinyang lake park 48.71 35.17 ABCDEFG 14.3174 15.1428 ABCDEF

Taiyuan botanical garden 39.40 33.95 ABCDEFG 16.64313 19.40394 ABCDE
Jinzhong Mianshan scenery 43.65 34.60 ABCDEFG 12.50021 12.1295 ABCDE

Jinan Jinan forest park 42.94 34.50 ABCDEFG 14.47851 14.77905 ABCD
Handan Congtai park 37.44 34.14 BCDEFG 15.16157 15.39181 ABC
Weifang Huanghua brook reserve 47.51 34.32 ABCDEF 11.74708 12.17845 ABCDEF
Tai’an Mount Tai resort 51.78 33.40 AB 15.19041 17.86168 ABCDEF

Qingdao Shaohai park 49.58 33.26 ABCD 8.50625 12.13073 CDEF
Linyi Wuzhou lake park 54.22 33.83 ABC 10.84848 16.02349 BCDEF

Zhengzhou

Yellow river park 32.16 32.85 EFG 15.56452 13.20865 A
Beilonghu park 30.38 31.72 FG 15.524 14.20285 AB

Redbud mountain 48.53 32.10 ABC 9.791667 11.9896 ABCDEF
People park 35.37 33.31 CDEFG 14.47333 16.04093 ABCDE

Kaifeng Longting park 51.00 31.28 A 5.254667 5.99979 F

Luoyang The city park 42.25 33.39 ABCDEFG 11.039 13.63075 ABCDEF
Luopu park 30.52 32.98 G 13.09388 12.31342 ABCD

Pingdingshan Hebin park 31.67 31.47 DEFG 10.74041 11.18477 ABCDEF

Note: 1 happy and sad scores are percent frequencies; 2 SE, standard error; 3 comparison as different letters in a
column suggest significant difference according to Duncan test.

3.2. Spatial Distributions of Microclimates

Rainfall showed a heterogeneous distribution pattern (Figure 3A). Rainfall showed
a lower level in northern regions of Chengde city, eastern regions of Qingdao city, and
central regions of Handan city. However, rainfall appeared to be higher in Yizhou city and
Linyi city.

Wind velocity appeared to be lower in extremely northern and southern regions
than that in central regions (Figure 3B). Wind velocity showed a higher level in a transect
along regions around Shijiazhuang, Handan, and Tai’an cities than that in other regions of
extremely northern and southern regions.

Average temperature showed a contrasting distribution pattern, that appeared to be
higher in regions around cities at northern and southern edges than that in central parts
(Figure 3C). For example, average temperature in parks at Chengde and Qinhuangdao
cities was higher than that in most central regions.

RH was generally higher in eastern regions than in the west (Figure 3D). RH was
generally higher in Qinhuangdao and Qingdao cities than that in Handan and
Taiyuan cities.
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3.3. Correlation Analysis

As it is shown in Table 2, logarithm happy score had a positive relationship with
latitude, which further had a positive relationship with longitude. Logarithm sad score had
a negative relationship with logarithm happy score. Neither logarithm happy score nor
logarithm sad score had any relationship with microclimatic factors. Among microclimates,
RH had a positive relationship with longitude. There was also a positive relationship
between RH and rainfall.
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Table 2. Pearson correlation between paired variables among topography (longitude and latitude),
emotional expression score (happy and sad), and climatic factors (rainfall, wind velocity, temperature,
and humidity).

Longitude Latitude Happy 1 Sad 1 Rainfall Wind 2 AveT 3 RH 4

Longitude 1 0.38094 5 0.28158 −0.14113 0.00751 0.07639 0.04551 0.59455
- 0.0378 0.1317 0.4569 0.9686 0.6883 0.8113 0.0005

Latitude
- 1 0.48966 −0.20236 0.00294 −0.07784 0.02328 0.19746
- - 0.006 0.2835 0.9877 0.6827 0.9028 0.2956

Happy - - 1 −0.52603 6 0.03494 0.17996 −0.03986 0.16389
- - - 0.0028 0.8546 0.3413 0.8343 0.3868

Sad
- - - 1 0.0489 0.08261 −0.16932 0.02048
- - - - 0.7975 0.6643 0.3711 0.9144

Rainfall
- - - - 1 0.17011 0.0141 0.3738
- - - - - 0.3688 0.941 0.0419

Wind
- - - - - 1 −0.28515 0.06147
- - - - - - 0.1267 0.7469

AveT
- - - - - - 1 −0.17375
- - - - - - - 0.3585

RH
- - - - - - - 1
- - - - - - - -

Note: 1 Happy and sad scores are transformed by logarithm; 2 Wind abbreviates wind velocity; 3 AveT, average
temperature; 4 RH, relative humidity; 5 values in light gray background indicate positive correlations; 6 values in
dark gray background indicate negative correlations.

3.4. Multivariate Regression

Pearson Chi-square ratios for ZINR models were 1.96 and 1.47 for regressed happy and
sad scores against four types of microclimates. Although both of our Pearson Chi-square
ratios (estimated value divided by degree of freedom) were slightly higher than 1.0 (100%
goodness of fit), they did not reach the upper limit of 2.0. Therefore, our regressions passed
the criteria for desired goodness of fit in ZINR models.

Significant estimates of MLPs together by four types of microclimates for regressed
happy and sad scores are shown in Tables S2 and S3. Rainfall had significant contributions
to happy scores that were estimated to range between −98.84 and 30.89, while those to sad
scores ranged between 4.85 and 24.34 (Figure 4A,E). Estimates of RH contribution to happy
and sad scores ranged in −68.52–48.79 and 6.50–13.39, respectively (Figure 4D,H). Either
parameter estimates in ANOVA models or coefficient of determination (R2) failed to pass
the required significant standards (Table 3), rainfall and RH were excluded from further
detection of parameters in QPR regression.

Table 3. Summary of analysis of variance (ANOVA) results for quadratic polynomial regressions of
predicted estimates by zero-inflation negative regression models against observed climatic records of
rainfall, wind velocity, average temperature, and relative humidity.

Independent Variables n ANOVA Happy R2 Sad R2

Rainfall 50
F value 0.06 0.0027 3.23 0.2268
p value 0.9385 0.0591

Wind velocity 59
F value 3.73 0.8610 0.68 0.0348
p value 0.0301 0.5105

Average temperature 171
F value 3.48 0.5980 2.64 0.0511
p value 0.0330 0.0764

Relative humidity 108
F value 1.46 0.0270 1.53 0.0315
p value 0.2380 0.2222
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Instead, the relationship between MLP-happy scores and velocity (Figure 4B) and av-
erage temperature (Figure 4C) were also found to be described by QPR models. In these two
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models, parameters were estimated to be significant in ANOVA models
(p = 0.0301 and p = 0.0330, respectively), while their R2 both passed the identical value of 0.5
(R2 = 0.8610 and R2 = 0.5980, respectively) (Table 3). As a result, QPR model of MLP
estimates for happy scores (Hs) against wind velocity (Wv) can be described as:

Hs = −1.0893 × Wv2 + 11.6764 × Wv − 61.6124

QPR model of MLP estimates for happy scores again average temperature (At) can be
described as:

Hs = −0.0266 × At2 + 0.3218 × At + 32.8807

Plotted spots and fit curve are shown in Figure 4. Wv changed within a range between
0.4 m s−1 and 10.3 m s−1, wherein Hs increased up to a peak of MLP estimate of −30.32
when Wv reached 5.36 m s−1 (Figure 4B). Otherwise, At changed within a range between
−6.7 ◦C and 29.4 ◦C, wherein Hs would always increase with the increase of At (Figure 4C).
When At increased to reach 6.05 ◦C, Hs will be regressed to be the maximum MLP estimate
of 33.85.

4. Discussion

Our happy and sad scores showed a negative relationship with each other. Happy and
sad expressions are typically bipolars for positive and negative emotions, respectively. They
can be shown on a face as contrasting contributions to a total presentation of facial emotion,
but they cannot be characterized as univariate instead of bivariate [47]. The recognitions of
happy and sad scores resulted in contrasting scores whose sum, plus that for neutral scores,
equal to 100%. This is one of basic rules for FireFACE software version 1.0 that was trained
and is used for quantifying facial emotions [33,37]. In Pearson correlation, happy score had
a positive relationship with latitude, which suggests a gradient of more happy emotions in
urban parks at northern cities with a cooler climate in our study area. This concurs with
the study using a dataset in Northeast China [22], but disagrees to another study in urban
parks at cities across eastern China [20]. However, the negative relationship of sad score
with happy score was not accompanied by any latitudinal gradient of sad scores. Hence,
the conflicts between happiness and sadness for visitors in our study were attributed to
the nature of presenting two contrasting emotions. This did not mean any thread to a
continuous response of presented sadness to latitude gradient although happiness had
been shown to. Thus, we cannot accept our first hypothesis.

In detail, with presentation of a positive relationship between temperature and happy
scores of urban park visitors, Liu et al. [20] argued that it was the warm climate in southern
regions that make people perceive and show more smiles. However, this relationship
was not continued in our study because of no relationship between temperature and
happy scores. The contribution of average temperature to the change of happy scores
can also be understood as a potential relationship between a driving force of temperature
and estimated effect on happiness. Even as a potential relationship, happy scores were
estimated to increase with temperature in a range up to 6.05 ◦C; thereafter, any higher
temperature records will evoke depressions on smiles. Regarding that the highest record of
average temperature in our study was 29.4 ◦C; hence in most range of temperature records,
people would like to show smiles when they perceived low temperature around 6 ◦C but
not a heating feeling nearly 30 ◦C. This is reasonable for people in Northern China, because
they have dwelled well in a society habitat with cool temperatures in most times of a year.

We did not observe any associations of meteorological records with happy or sad
scores in Pearson correlation analyses. Our spatial distribution of microclimates did not
reflect the pattern of real-time physical environments like those recorded in previous
studies [19,24]. Instead, our mapped distribution of environmental factors was derived
from means among days when photos were posted to Sina Weibo. Therefore, we surmise
that distribution of microclimates in our study do not have applicable meaning to be taken
as references for any regional climate observations. Our data about microclimatic records
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by days of every photo, which donated as a much higher accuracy for the establishment
of dataset about independent variables compared to those studies using data across a
week-time in a unique season [20,37]. However, our results about spatial distribution of
microclimates can be used as a reference for further studies detecting relationship between
regional climates and local people’s emotions.

We cannot accept our second hypothesis as well, because we did not find any relation-
ship between happy or sad scores and RH. In addition, RH contributed to the expression
of happy scores in a larger range than that of sad scores. Therefore, there were more
uncertainties in effects of RH on positive emotion than on negative emotions. This was
reasonable because our RH was recorded in a large range between 11.8% and 76.5%. In
previous studies where humidity benefited well-being, RH was only ranged in a small
variation in a regional investigation [19,26]. In Park et al. [24], although authors detected
psychological perceptions in 14 forests across Japan, RH records therein only ranged in a
small range between approximately 55–86%. Therefore, we consider that the large variation
of RH across a large geographical scale unlikely caused gradient response of emotional
perception as it works in a regional scale.

We did not find any relationship between microclimates and existed records or esti-
mated contributions by sad scores. Negative emotions were also reported to have a null
response to environmental factors [19,24]. Although we did not observe any relationships
between happy scores and environmental factors, we found relationships between wind
velocity and average temperature and their contributions to happy scores. According to
MLP estimates, potential driving of wind velocity on happy scores was negative, which
was diminished to be lowest when facing a velocity of 5.36 m s−1. In contrast, the potential
driving of average temperature on happy scores was positive, which can be maximized at
6.05 ◦C. Overall, average temperature had a stronger potential of driving force to influence
the presentation compared to wind velocity.

Our study has three limits:
Firstly, the time for our data collection was 2020 when it was the initial time when

pandemic explodes globally. A lot of people took a facial mask during their time in
urban forest parks. Others without masks would be infected by negative emotions during
pandemic. Another period of data collection will improve the power of dataset and mediate
interruptions of subjective emotions.

Secondly, the area of this study was located in a temperate climate zone. A larger
geographical scale with forest landscapes in more varied climatic biomes will increase the
reliability of results concerning a wide range of climatic ranges.

Thirdly, happy and sad expressions were evaluated in this study as presentations of
extreme emotions. The relationship between human emotions and perceived microclimates
might be more complicated than these two types. More emotional types are suggested to
be analyzed in future studies to enrich our understanding about emotional perception of
microclimates in urban forests.

Finally, people in our study showed sentiments in, actually, a conscious way to present
posted emotions. This is attributed to by the nature of people use SNS as an outlet to
post and share their real-time emotional attitudes to the experience in a nature. Even
we employed a big-data way with an aim to control or eliminate systematic errors by a
subjective motivation to post sentiments on a face, we still cannot make the best sure that
our data can fully reflect realistic affects. Future studies are strongly to employ spontaneous
expressions on faces of people with unconsciousness that their sentiments were disclosed
by their facial photos.

5. Conclusions

We collected data about happy and sad scores on photos of urban forest visitors to
parks in North China from Sina Weibo. Regional microclimate in urban forest parks did
not have direct effect on facial expressions. However, all four factors of rainfall, wind
velocity, average temperature, and RH all had potential contribution to impact both types
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of emotions. We recommended a condition that can optimize emotional well-being with
environments of wind velocity of 5.36 m s−1 and average temperature of 6.05 ◦C. Our results
can be useful as background information for urban forest planning and designing with
an objective of promotion on emotions. Our study can be taken as a trial for investigating
sustainability of resource-reliable region, like Shanxin, bridging emotional expressions and
geographical landscapes. Because we did not find results all in accordance with previous
studies, we conclude that the driving force of microclimate on emotional perception may
depend on the geographical place and scale. We suggest conducting more work in a wider
scope of geographical scales and regional locations.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/su14031648/s1, Table S1. List of coordinates of urban forest parks in North China; Table
S2. Analysis of maximum likelihood parameter estimates using zero-inflation negative regression
model on climatic factors of rainfall, wind velocity, average temperature, and relative humidity as
contributions to affect happy scores of visitors in urban forest parks; Table S3. Analysis of maximum
likelihood parameter estimates using zero-inflation negative regression model on climatic factors
of rainfall, wind velocity, average temperature, and relative humidity as contributions to affect sad
scores of visitors in urban forest parks. Figure S1. Select typical photos presenting extreme scores of
happiness (A,C,E) and sadness (B,D,F) in facial photos of urban forest visitors in 30 parks around
Shanxi in North China. Date, gender, age, city, and park name for subjects in photos are: (A) 20 Aril
2020, female, youth, Zhengzhou, Yellow river park; (B) 7 October 2020, female, youth, Zhengzhou,
People park; (C) 25 April 2020, female, youth, Taiyuan, Jinyang lake park; (D) 8 October 2020, male,
youth, Tai’an, Mount Tai resort; (E) 14 October 2020, female, youth, Qinhuangdao, Dove nest park;
(F) 4 October 2020, female, youth, Qinhuangdao, Shanhai pass scenery. Eyes of subjects have been
covered by black-color banners to protect privacies of subjects.
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